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[Mr Roger Godsiff]
We were told at the time that Saddam Hussein’s
regime had weapons of mass destruction. We were told
that the weapons inspectors would not find any WMDs
because they had been very well hidden. We were told
that there was incontrovertible evidence from the intelligence
services that WMDs existed. Finally, in the last debate
on the subject in the Chamber, we were told that the
WMDs could hit this country within 45 minutes. What
happened subsequently? We found out that what was
said was not true, that the intelligence had been sexed
up, that the weapons of mass destruction did not exist
and that political decisions had been taken at President
Bush’s ranch in America way before the conflict began.

Indeed, I ask the Government to answer this tonight:
if the Chilcot committee report could be published,
instead of disappearing into the ether, a lot of people
would like to know whether what I and other people
have said is correct, so when will the Chilcot report be
released? Furthermore, as I and others have said, the
consequences of Iraq caused poison to enter British
politics, leading to a total distrust of politicians and
Governments. There are, of course, consequences in
this case, and they have been well outlined by other
Members.

Turning back to President Assad, I said at the outset
that I did not think he was a fool. He was educated in
the west; he was trained as an eye specialist; and he is
married to someone who was brought up in this country
and worked for a merchant bank. The Assad family has
ruled Syria for generations and it is not, of course,
averse to brutality or atrocities. Assad’s father killed
50,000 people after an uprising in Homs during his
reign. This is a brutal family, but let us consider this: the
regime, as we all know, has chemical weapons, and it
used to have a nuclear capability, which was taken out
by the Israelis in 2007.

Tim Farron: On that point, I agree that Assad is not a
fool. Will he therefore sit up and take notice of the fact
that although Syria is not a member of the International
Criminal Court, if we built up a dossier to convict him
as a war criminal at some point in the future, he would
have nowhere to go if he did not comply?

Mr Godsiff: As I have clearly said, I believe that
Assad should be held accountable for his actions and
should be brought before the international courts.

The regime has the full patronage of Russia, which
can veto resolutions in the Security Council. Syria has
some of the most sophisticated weaponry around, supplied
by Russia and Iran, and it has total control over the
skies in Syria. It has helicopter gun ships, and also a
surrogate army fighting with Syrian Government forces
in the shape of Hezbollah. As my good friend the hon.
Member for New Forest East (Dr Lewis) rightly said,
what is in this for Assad? Why should he deliberately
participate in an atrocity guaranteed to bring an
international response—the one thing that he does not
want, and the one thing that all the disparate organisations
fighting against him do want?

Mr Jenkin: The American intelligence services believe
that Assad did this; the British intelligence services
believe Assad did it; the French and even the German 
intelligence services believe it; and the whole Arab
League thinks Assad did it. Is this debate to be conducted
on the basis that we in this House know better than all
these experts? Can the hon. Gentleman name one expert
on Syria who does not believe that President Assad is
responsible for this attack? Name one.

Mr Godsiff: Let me answer the hon. Gentleman in
this way. I said earlier that what happened over Iraq had
poisoned British politics, but more to the point, many
Members vowed privately at the time—the hon. Gentleman
was here—that they would never again believe one
single solitary assurance given by any Prime Minister
who came to the Dispatch Box to say, “Trust me; I’m
taking this country into a military adventure.”

Let me return to this point: why would Assad do this?
What is in it for him? Dictators have one unifying thing
in common: they want to remain in power; they want
the spoils of being a dictator and all that goes with it.
Why on earth, then, would the Assad regime wish to
bring on itself cruise or Tomahawk missiles? Why on
earth would it want western countries to get involved in
the Syrian civil war? Why on earth would it want to lose
power?

6.14 pm

Mr Crispin Blunt (Reigate) (Con): We should reflect
first on the awful responsibility of our leaders who find
themselves as chief executives in these circumstances.
The witnessing of an appalling crime on television,
played out endlessly on YouTube and other internet
sites, showed that something utterly dreadful had happened.
The President of the United States, the Prime Minister
of the United Kingdom or the President of France, who
all command armed forces that could do something
about it, then faced many pressures. The shadow Health
Secretary spoke emotionally about wanting to address
this appalling crime when he appeared on television last
Sunday, but I think the shadow Foreign Secretary was
probably not wildly enthusiastic about the implications
of what his right hon. Friend said when he gave vent to
his feelings. It then falls to this Parliament coldly to
consider the effect of taking action when it is felt that
something must done, yet the evidence shows that the
action might makes things worse rather than better.

On the issue of attribution, there was an intriguing
piece of information, perhaps a leak, placed in The Times
about what was apparently a SIGINT—signals
intelligence—report of a conversation between the Assad
defence ministry and the field commander of the chemical
weapons unit. It was described as a rather panicked
conversation. I can see no conceivable reason why Assad
would have directed this particular use of weapons on
this occasion, although I can see that such weapons
could be used where the responsibility has been delegated
to field commanders to help them out when they are in
desperate situations. The Joint Intelligence Committee
information seems to suggest that that might have happened
on this occasion. As the JIC suggests, there has been
low-level use, and I would agree that the responsibility
almost certainly sits with the Assad Administration,
although whether it sits with President Assad personally
is another issue.

Mr Graham Stuart: If our aim is to deter further use
of chemical weapons and protect people, is my hon.


Friend aware of any ultimatum previously given by the
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